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Abstract 
Laforgia, A., Bounds for modified Bessel functions, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 34 
(1991) 263-267. 
In this paper we derive inequalities for the modified Bessel functions Z,(t) and K,(t). In some cases our results 
are completely new; in other cases we improve or extend known results. Similar inequalities are proved for the 
function w,(t) = tI,( 1)/I,+ 1( t) which is useful in some problems of finite elasticity. 
Keywords: Modified Bessel functions, recurrence relations. 
1 .. Introduction 
The aim of this paper is to establish inequalities for the modified Bessel functions I,(t) and 
K,(t) of the first and the third kind, respectively. 
Bounds for these functions have been studied by several authors. Paris [7] has proved the 
following results: 
Lb) < 5 y ( 1 4,(Y) Y ’ v> -:, o<x<y, 
K(x) >eY-x x ( 1 
Y 
K”(Y) Y ’ 
v> -4, o<x<y. 
(1.1) 
0 -2) 
Inequality (1.2) has been proved, independently, by Bordelon [2] and Ross [8]. Moreover, for the 
function I,(t) the same authors obtained the more informative result 
( 1 “< Lb) 
Y 
e x--Y x 
Y L(Y) 
ceY-x x ( 1 Y ’ v>o, o<x<y, 
where, clearly, the upper bound is less stringent than the one established 
The upper bound 
0 -3) 
by Paris. 
which holds for v > - 1, has been established in [3]. 
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Similar inequalities have been investigated by the present author for the cylinder function 
C,(t) = J,( t) cos a - Y,(t) sin (Y, 0 < (Y < IT, where J,,(t) and Y,(t) are the Bessel functions of the 
first and the second kind, respectively [5]. 
In this paper we are concerned with some further inequalities for I,(t) and K,(t). The results 
are established using linear recurrence relations for these functions and an integral representa- 
tion for K,(t)_ Finally, similar results are proved for the function w,(t) = tI,( t)/I,+ 1( t) which is 
useful in some problems of finite elasticity. 
2. Bounds for I,(t) 
Our first result is given by the following theorem. The proof is based on two different 
recurrence relations. 
Theorem 2.1. For real v let I,(t) be the modified Bessel function of the first kind. Then the following 
inequalities hold: 
4(-d > e 
i 1 
Y 
x--Y x 
Iv(Y) Y ’ 
va -4, o<x<y, 
I (-4 -!I---_ < ex-Y 
Iv(Y) ( 1 v “) X v>, :, o<x<y 
Proof. For the proof we recall the result 
I,(t) Q+,(t), v> -4. 
This inequality has been established in [lo] for v > 
Using (2.3) in the recurrence relation [ll, p-791 
t&W - 4t) = t4+,(t), 
we get 
- t and extended in [6] to v = - t. 
(2.1) 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
C(t) 
L(t) 
<1+;, v>, -Q. 
Integration between x and y gives 
4(x) > x y e X-Y - 
I”(Y) ( 1 Y ’ v> -3, 
which is the first desired result. 
For the proof of the second inequality we need the following recurrence relation [ll, p.791: 
u,‘(t) + q(t) = tr,_,(t). 
From this and (2.3) we have 
I,‘(t) 
G(t) 
>l-;, v> +. 
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Integrating on [x, y ] we obtain 
I(x) Y ( ex-Y 
I"(Y) i 1 2 “) X V2=$, 
which is the second desired result. The proof of the theorem is complete. EI 
Remark 2.2. For Y > 0 Jones [4] proved the stronger result than (2.3) that the function I”(t) 
decreases with respect to v, when t > 0. 
Remark 2.3. We observe that the lower bound (2.1) is the same as the one in (1.3), but now our 
result refers to the larger domain v > - i rather than just v > 0. 
Remark 2.4. When v > 1, (2.2) can be complemented using the inequality [8] 
I,(t) 
qt> 
> Provo 1, (3ty r(p + +) 
i i r(v+t) ’ 
where r denotes the gamma function. Using this instead of (2.3), we get 
Remark 2.5. In some cases (2.2) is more stringent than (l.l), in some others not. 
For example, when v = 1, x = 1, y = 4, (1.1) gives 1i(1)/1,(4) < 0.25, while from (2.2) we get 
1,(1)/11(4) < 0.19. But when v = 1, x = 1, y = 3, (1.1) gives 1,(1)/1,(3) -C 0.33 and (2.2) gives 
1,(1)/1i(3) < 0.40. 
3. Bounds for K,( t ) 
Theorem 3.1. For real v let K”(t) be the modified Bessel function of the third kind. Then the 
following inequalities hold: 
K”(X) <e Y-X 
K"(Y) ( 1 v “) X v> $, o<x<y, 
Y > eY-x Li ” K b> 
K"(Y) ( 1 x ’ o-o-+, o<x<y. 
(3-l) 
(3 *2) 
Proof. We recall the inequality [lo] 
K”+,(t) >K”(t), v’ -+. 
Using this in the recurrence relation [ll, p-791 
tK”(t) + vK”(t) = -‘K,_,(t), 
we find 
K:(t)=_?_ K,-,(t) 
K,(t) t K,(t) 
> -5-1, v> +. 
Integrating between x and y, we obtain the desired result (3.1). 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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In order to complete the proof of Theorem 3.1 we have to show that (3.1) is reversed when 
0 < v < $. To this end we recall the integral formula [ll, p.1811 
K,(t) = ~me-‘coshZ cosh( vz) dz. (3.5) 
This gives immediately 
K,_,(t) > K,(t), 0 < v c +. 
Using this inequality in (3.4) we get 
K’(t) 
-<-f-l, O<v<f, 
K(t) 
and integrating over [x, ~1, we obtain the desired inequality (3.2). 0 
Remark 3.2. Using the recurrence relation [ll, p.791 
tK:(t) - v&(t) = -tK,+,(.t), 
and following the lines of the argument given in the proof of Theorem 3.1, we obtain 
K”(X) >e ( 1 
Y 
y--x x 
K”(Y) Y ’ 
v’ -+, o<x<y, (3.6) 
which is the result already pointed out independently by Bordelon [2], Paris [7] and Ross [8]. 
4. Further inequalities 
A new bound for K,(t) follows directly from the integral representation (3.5). Multiplying 
both sides of (3.5) by e’, it follows: 
e’K,( t) = /me(l-EOShz)’ cosh( vz) dz, 
0 
which shows that e’K,( t) decreases with t > 0. This gives 
K b) Y > eymx, 
K"(Y) 
0 <x <y. 
For v > 0 this inequality is more stringent than (3.6) and for v > 5 it can be thought of as 
complementing inequality (3.2), which was proved only for 0 c v < i. 
Another immediate consequence of the integral representation (3.5) is that 
K,(t) mcreases as v increases, v > 0. 
Clearly, for positive v this result is more illuminating than (3.3). 
Finally, we take the opportunity to point out that the method based on the use of recurrence 
relations is useful also in the discussion of inequalities for the function 
W) 
WV(t) = 1,+,(t) * 
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Properties of this function have been discussed in [9]. There it was proved that for fixed v 2 0, 
w,(t) is a strictly monotone convex function of t > 0. This result was motivated by some 
problems of finite elasticity. 
An inequality for w,(t) can be established taking into consideration the formula [9, p.951 
twL(t) = t2 + 2(v+ l)w,(t) -w,‘(t). 
From this we get 
a_ t ; 2(v + 1) w,(t) 
w,(t) w,(t) t t ’ 
t>o. 
From (2.3) we obtain 
w,‘(t) < 2(v + 1) 
w,(t) t ’ 
V2 -+, t>o. 
An integration of this inequality gives the desired result 
WA-4 > _ x 2(v+l) 
i 1 w,(Y) Y ’ v>, -+, o<x<y. 
In the case v > f a more informative result can be established as follows. By the definition of 
w,(t) we find 
w,(x)= x * (4 Iv+,(Y) y 
WV(Y) Y I",(Y) *,+,b) * 
Thus by (2.1) and (2.2) we get the new desired bounds 
x 2(v+l) 
i 1 v ( W”(X) < r 2” ( 1 WV(Y) x ’ v>,+, o<x<y. 
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